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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

General Introduction
All problems in the field of Engineering Mechanics can be divided into two kinds,
"direct problems' and "inverse problems." The direct problems are modelled after
Hooke's study of elongation of elastic objects under tension. The inverse problems
are based on Newton s Problem to find forces on the heavenly bodies, given their
motion according to Keppler's Laws.
It has been a guiding principle in mechanics, and perhaps in all scientific dis
ciplines. to go from the known to the unknown. In most practical situations, the
forces on an object and boundary conditions are known, whereas stress, strain and
displacement in the interior are unknown. Mechanists have, therefore, focussed their
attention on solving the direct problem. A glance at major textbooks on the subject
shows that little has been done to solve the inverse problem.
In contrast, there are many practical situations, where the applied forces on a
body are unknown but it is possible to observe the displacements or strains at various
points on the body. It is the object of this dissertation to solve this inverse problem
by drawing on the advances made in solving the direct problem.
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Advances in Science and TechnologyAdvances in Solid Mechanics
Recent advances in numerical techniques, finite element method and boundary
element method, coupled with the advent of powerful digital computers has given us
access to the solution of all but the most difficult direct problems in solid mechanics.
Even the more difficult problems, dealing with anisotropic and nonhomogeneous ma
terials as well as fracture mechanics problems are being solved every day. This thesis
does not attack the direct problem, but assumes that these can be solved to a cer
tain quantitative degree of accuracy by existing analytical or numerical techniques.
•Although the above assessment may not be true in some cases, it is a reasonable
starting point for many practical situations. The limitations imposed by such an
assumption are obvious and need not be discussed in detail.

Advances in Strain Gage TechnologyImprovements in electrical resistance strain gages over the last fifty years have
greatly enhanced our capacity to accurately measure strains in a body. Various
special application strain gages have been developed to work under a wide set of
operating conditions. The gages come in different shapes and sizes to cater to almost
all needs. Still, there are objects that will not submit to physical placement of the
strain gage without serious damage, machine parts that will not allow for the wiring
during operation, load cycles that are too fast to be detected, and structures that
will be open to the hazards of rain and snow which may hamper the use of a gage
over an extended period of time. Nevertheless, as a starting point for this thesis, it
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is assumed that strain measurement at a large number of points on the surface is
possible and that the systematic and random parts of the error associated with this
measurement can also be estimated.

Advances in Statistics
Advances in statistics have improved our comprehension of the data generated
by an experiment. Ways have been developed to design the most efficient experiment
and to interpret the results in a scientific way. .A,n inconsistent experiment stands a
much better chance of being exposed and the inaccuracies can be determined with
greater precision.
X large part of these improvements has come from the advances made in the
field of computer science and engineering. Commercial software^ is now available,
both to design an efficient experiment and to interpret the data generated by it. En
hanced computation potential has also made it possible to run computer simulations
on an unprecedented scale. Computer simulations are often used instead of conduct
ing actual experiments in many experimental disciplines. Other improvements have
come in better modelling of not-so-random errors, especially when these errors are
hetroscedastic^ or time-dependent.

Load Transducers
Load transducers are devices that measure loads. Since loads (forces and mo
ments) cannot be measured directly, they have to be studied through associated
^e.g., ECHIP by Bob Wheeler (c) 1983-1988 ECHIP Inc.
^Dependent on the size of measured data.
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physical quantities such as strain and displacement. Measurement of displacement
has been used as the primary observation in load transducers for centuries. Trans
ducers of this kind include spring balance and proving ring. Since the advent of
strain gage technology however, many common, and accurate modern transducers
have employed measurement of strain components for load estimation.
Most strain gage based load transducers designed so far have been special appli
cation load transducers. Some of these are shown in Figure 1.1. The most desirable
feature of a load transducer is that it measures one specific load without being in
fluenced by other loads that may be applied to it. These load transducers usually
rely on strain gages wired into a wheatstone bridge circuit to produce an electrical
signal that is proportional to the load being measured. The location and orientation
of these gages is selected so that the electrical signal is not affected by other loads
that may be applied to the structure. Multi-axial load transducers, which measure
forces or moments in more than one direction, also employ strain gages wired as many
wheatstone bridges as the number of unknown loads 1 .
Whenever loads on a structure are to be determined, load transducers are placed
in the load path so that they may measure the load. In some cases however, this is
not possible and an attempt is made to convert the structure into a load transducer.
Even where placing a load transducer is possible, it may significantly change the
geometry and stiffness of the structure. In this case too, it would be desirable to
convert the structure itself into a load transducer. This is usually possible for simple
structures with known load paths. For complicated structures, setting up appropriate
Wheatstone bridges may not be so easy. Some ingenious methods have been worked
out for special situations, but no work has been done on how to accomplish it in a

Figure 1.1:

Some Common Load Transducers (courtesy, Measurement Group Inc..
Raleigh. North Carolina).
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general setting.
This thesis attempts to provide a guideline to an engineer faced with the problem
of measuring loads on a common structure, such as the one shown in Figure 1.2.
It is proposed that strain gages be installed on the structure to transform it into a
transducer. The strain gages are to be read individually and no complicated circuitry
is involved. The problem being addressed in this thesis then is:
Given a structure of any general shape with specified boundary condi
tions and subjected to a given set of quantitatively unknown loads, as in
Figure 1.2. estimate the loads on the structure.
The solution being offered by this thesis is:
To install strain gages at different points of the structure and use the
data generated by these gages to solve the inverse problem of finding the
unknown forces.
Thus an attempt is made to design a general purpose load sensing system that is not
geared to measure loads on any specific structure.but works on structures with any
given shape, size, material, boundary conditions and loading.
In order to appreciate the gravity of the problem, it is necessary to have another
look at Figure 1.1. Most of these load transducers employ very simple load paths on
which strains and loads can be easily correlated by standard mechanics of material
formulas. The structures that are converted to load transducers too. are of simple
shape. A typical example would be a simply supported bridge with an I-beam cross
section. In many real life situations however, an engineer may be faced with a problem

I

Figure 1.2:

A Typical Structure
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much more complicated: for example, measuring loads on a complex machine part
which does not submit to a simple closed form analytical solution.
The load transducers designed so far have been works of ingenuity and fortitude.
The engineer in an unfamiliar situation will be forced to either design a load trans
ducer that can be placed in the load path, or to gage the structure and effectively
convert it into one. In the latter case, points on the surface are to be located so that
an available or custom designed electrical circuit will convert the signals generated by
electrical resistance strain gages located at these points into an output signal propor
tional only to the load being evaluated. If more than one load are to be evaluated, as
many electrical circuits and many more gage locations may be required. At present,
the engineer has to rely on his or her own ingenuity to solve this problem and no
effective guidelines as to how this can be done are available.
The following chapters of the thesis show a method by which direct reading of
strain gages installed on the structure at certain points can be used to evaluate the
loads on the structure. The problem of efficient placement of strain gages is addressed
in terms of the accuracy of the transducer. The thesis also discuses the errors that
may be introduced into load estimation by way of erratic measurement of strain or
approximations in the structural analysis. Some shortcomings of the method that
may not be obvious to an untrained eye are also pointed out.

General Outline
In order to transform the structure into a transducer, a six step process is used.
This process is described very briefly here:

1. Choose some points on the structure for installation of the strain gages. Ini
tially. a large number of points are chosen. The only limitation being that the
points be accessible for placing a strain gage. The orientation of the gage is
also decided at this point. If gages can be oriented in more than one direction,
each orientation is labelled as a separate gage location.
2. Find the relationship between different anticipated loads and strains at the
chosen points. The strain at the chosen locations due to unit loads and moments
are required. As stated before, it is assumed that this 'direct problem' can be
solved to a known degree of accuracy by existing methods of structural analysis.
This thesis is restricted to the situations where relationships between loads and
strains can be described by a linear operator. Physically, this limitation restricts
us to relatively stiff structures made of linear elastic materials.
3. Decide on the maximum number of gages to be used in the transducer. This
will usually be determined by the physical or financial considerations.

Let

this number be called m. To define several possible transducer configurations,
choose different sets of m gage locations from those selected in the previous
step. The choice of such sets is at the discretion of the designer and many such
sets may be chosen. Only one of these sets or configurations will be used in
the final design. Engineering judgment is required in choosing these sets and
an experienced designer may reject some combinations out of hand.
4. Calculate an inverse operator for each choice of gages. The calculation of this
inverse operator is described in Chapter 2 of the thesis.
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5. Each of these choices are now evaluated for susceptibility to error. The errors
in strain measurement and structural analysis lead to error in estimation of
the load. The error propagation through the inverse operators is dealt with
in Chapter 3. These techniques are used to determine the "best' set of strain
gages among those for which inverse operator was calculated in the previous
step. The best set would usually be defined as the one which has smallest error
bounds on force estimates under given inaccuracies of structural analysis and
strain measurement.
6. The best set of strain gages, as determined in the last step is installed on the
structure. The inverse operator is calculated once more for this set of gages.
Re-calculation is important because, the gages may not have been installed
exactly as specified. Calibration of the transducer, which is also described in
Chapter 3, is also done at this time.
The load transducer is now complete. Using this load transducer is a three step
process:
1. Measure the strains at the chosen locations under the applied load.
2. Use the inverse operator calculated above to find the applied loads.
3. Go through the error analysis once again to accurately determine the amount
of error in load measurement to be expected for this particular load set.
.Admittedly, this description is rather sketchy for the complex method it de
scribes. This terseness is deliberate. The steps have been listed only for the purpose
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of giving an over-all picture and the details of the process will unfold in the following
chapters.
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CHAPTER 2.

STATISTICAL SOLUTION

Matrix Notations for a System of Linear Equations
A system of linear equations consists of a series of equations in two or more
variables. The most convenient and concise way of representing a system of equations
is the matrix form. A matrix is a rectangular array of numbers which follow a known
set of rules of addition and multiplication. In this dissertation, the matrices are
denoted by capital letters which may be followed by subscripts. Where ever such
subscripts follow, they describe the order of the matrix. A single column matrix is
called a vector. It is represented by a lower case letter with a hat. The vectors may
also be followed by subscripts describing their order, whenever appropriate. In some
cases, the matrices are encased in square brackets
{}. Thus .4,
{b}m

AJYJ X n

i

and vectors are encased in braces

^nd [A]^ y „ all represent a matrix; whereas 6. {6} and

represent a vector. Transposition of a matrix is indicated by a

sign. Thus

.4,' represents transpose of matrix .4. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with
the rules governing addition, multiplication and transposition of matrices.
In matrix form, a system of equations can be represented as

X

where [.4]^

(-•!)

rectangular array of m rows and n columns. {j;}n is a variable
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vector with n elements .r^. xo. •••, Zn a.nd

is a vector containing constants

6^, 62, . . . , bmThe solution to a system of equations refers to a set of values for the variables
.r2' • • • '

for which the system becomes a set of m true statements. Whether

such a solution can be found, depends on the matrix .4. The different possibilities
are discussed later in this chapter.

Response Matrix
Whenever a relatively stiff elastic structure is subjected to loads, different points
on the structure experience strain proportional to that load. Barring the exceptions
already mentioned in Chapter 1. it is possible to determine the strain components
at each point in the structure. At a finite subset of these points, it is also possible
to install a strain gage^. Any subset of these points with p members constitutes a
finite strain vector èp of order p. Initially, p is chosen to be as large as possible. The
different force and moment components acting on the structure are numbered and
arranged into an finite load vector / of order n. This vector should include all forces
that may possibly act on the structure.
The response matrix A is assembled column by column in the following manner:
• The structure is analyzed with a unit force at fi and all other forces zero. This
load case can be mathematically described as
/ l = 1'

fi = 0

7^ 1

^ Since a strain gage can only be attached to the surface and has a finite area, the
number of points is no longer infinite.
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The strain caused at different gage locations by this loading is placed in the
first column of matrix .4 so that

= ej^. «21 = ^2* ''.SI ~ ^3

^pl — ^p-

• The strains are now calculated for the second load case,
f-I = 1'

fi = 0

r 2

These strains evaluated at ej, £2. • • •, ep are placed in the second column of the
matrix.
• In the like manner, going from unit load to unit load and column to column, it
is possible to assemble the p x n response matrix Ap y
The order of the response matrix .4 in this case is p x n where p is the number of
strain components (strain gage locations) used in the analysis and n is the number
of loads that are to be determined.
If the structure is relatively stiff'^ and made of linear elastic material, the strains
are a linear function of the applied forces. In such cases, if the response matrix has
been determined as above, the strain at any gage location k can be found under any
arbitrary load set by the principle of superposition.

=

'^klfl ~ '^k2f2

•

^kpfp

where fi, f2 etc constitute the load set. In matrix form, the relationship between
the loads and strains at different locations can be written as:
{e}p = [ A ] p X n { f } n

(2.3)

^This condition is imposed to stay clear of the situations where buckling may be
important.
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which is just a collection of equations similar to Eq. 2.2. .A.ny subset containing m of
the above equations, is written in matrix form as
{e}m = [-Mm x n { f } n

(2.4)

where m is a number smaller than p and the system of equations describes the rela
tionship between m strain components and the load set containing forces fi, fo,
• • • fn•

Thus if the load on a structure is finitely definable in terms of n load components
at a number of load points and strains at m different gage locations on the structure
can be found under unit load components at the load points, then Eq. 2.4 can be
used to find the strains at m gage locations under any loading condition. Before going
into the inverse problem of how Eq. 2.4 can be used for calculating the loads on a
structure, when strain at some points on that structure are known, it is appropriate
to show some useful mathematical results.

Generalized Inverse of a Matrix
The mathematical inverse of a matrix .4 is denoted by .4"^ and satisfies the
equations
.4-^.4 = .4.4"^ = /

(2.5)

where I is the identity matrix with all diagonal terms equal to unity and all offdiagonal terms equal to zero. All matrices do not have a corresponding inverse. A
matrix which has an inverse is called an "invertible matrix". Calculating the inverse
of an invertible matrix takes considerable amount of computational time^ but it is
•^Depending on the order of the matrix.
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not an insurmountable problem and techniques have been discussed in detail in :2:.
To every matrix A. whether invertible or not, there corresponds a generalized
inverse (g-inv)

which satisfies the following properties of an inverse:
(.4.4-/

= .4.4"

(.4-.4/

= .4-.4

.4.4".4 = .4
.4".4.4" = .4"

(2.6)

In case .4 is invertible, its generalized inverse .4" automatically fulfils condition 2.5
and therefore coincides with its mathematical inverse .4"^.
For matrices in which the rank^ equals the number of columns, the generalized
inverse is easily generated by
.4" = (.V.4)"^4'

(2.7)

The method for generating g-inv in matrices in which columns are not independent.
is described in 3; and software routines to accomplish this are available in I M S L
library on E V A X system at Iowa State. The order of .4" is the same as order of .4'
and its rank is equivalent to the rank of matrix .4. For reasons discussed in a later
section, this type of inverse is also called a statistical inverse.
^The rank of a matrix is equal to the number of independent rows in it. An
independent row is the one that cannot be represented as a linear combination of
rows preceding it.
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Best Approximate Solution
Consider a system of n linear equations involving m unknown variables
y=

where y is a vector with elements

, 1/2? • • • i i/n » -i" is a vector with elements

....xm and .4 is an m x n matrix. Then there is a best approximate solution or
BAS represented by
i = A~y
which predicts the value of

i = 1.2

m . The BAS is best in the sense that:

(1) If the number of unknown variables is equal to the number of equations and all
of the equations are independent of one another, then a unique vector {.r}n
satisfies all the equations in the system. Whenever such a possibility exists, the
BAS coincides with this vector.
(2) If the number of equations in the system is less than the number of unknowns.
many solutions for { j} exist such that each one will satisfy all the equations in
the system. The BAS in this case is the solution which is smallest among those
that satisfy all the equations. A vector is smaller than another if its modulus'^
is smaller. Thus in the smallest solution, the sum of the square of members,
-i-

• • • -r

is minimized.

(3) When the number of equations is more than the number of unknowns in the
system, and as many of those are independent as the number of unknowns®.
Modulus or length of a vector is defined as the square root of the sum of squares
of its members.
®The number of independent equations cannot exceed the number of unknowns.
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BAS gives a least square solution to the system. A least square solution is the
one. in which sum of the squares of errors is minimized. This is the situation
most often encountered in experimental work. This is preferred over ( 1 ) because
it is less susceptible to errors.
(4) If there are more than one least square solutions. BAS yields the smallest of these.
This situation comes into play when all the equations are not independent of
each other' and the number of independent equations in the system is less than
the number of unknowns.

Statistical Inversion
Recall Eq. 2.4 described earlier in this chapter.
X n{f}n

As shown in the last section, if the right hand side vector {e} and the matrix .4 are
known, a best approximate solution BAS to the values of the left hand side vector
{/} can be found using the generalized inverse .4" of matrix .4 by:
{/}n = \ A

\n X

("--S)

Thus if the strains at m gage locations and the response matrix relating these strains
to the unknown loads are known, then the best approximation to the applied unknown
loads on the structure can be determined by the above equation.
Whether the B.AS corresponds to a mathematical or a statistical solution, and if
the 'smallest' of a set of possible solutions has been selected depends on the rank and
' .An equation is said to be independent of a set of equations if it cannot be repre
sented as a linear combination of the equations in the set.
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the order of matrix .4. In most situations, the number of equations m in the system of
equations, which corresponds to the number of gages used in the transducer, cannot
be less than the number of unknowns n, which corresponds to the number of unknown
loads, if any meaningful result is to be obtained. In order to minimize the errors, a
statistical solution with more equations than the unknown is preferred in the cases
w^here different coefficients and constants in the system of equations have a degree of
error in them. Since this is true for almost all practical situations, an accurate load
transduce should be based on a statistical rather than a mathematical inversion.
This statistical inversion is the basis of the all-purpose load transducer^ that
is being proposed here. Whether or not the solution obtained on the basis of this
inversion is acceptable requires an error analysis which is the topic of the next chapter.

^Also referred to as APLT later in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 3.

ERROR ANALYSIS

The error in loads estimated by the method proposed in the last chapter may
come from a number of sources. These sources can be characterized into those that af
fect the strain measurements and those that affect the elastic analysis of the structuretransducer. This chapter deals with the propagation of these errors in an APLT set
ting. The error analysis is used at two different stages in the design of an APLT. The
error analysis is first used to decide between competing transducer designs on the
basis of their susceptibility to errors and then in the final step it is used to determine
the degree of error in the load estimates provided by the transducer. The sources of
errors, their propagation through the mathematical processes involved in statistical
inversion and strategies to minimize them are discussed in this chapter.

Adequate Model and Sufficient Data
For the approach of using BAS to determine the unknown loads to work, it is
important that the structure is modeled correctly. The aspect of modeling most likely
to be overlooked is the inadvertent exclusion of possible quantitatively unknown loads
in the model.
Any load that is likely to be applied on the structure must be included in the
finite load vector, even if the determination of such a load is deemed unimportant for

Figure 3.1:

A structure-transducer under two loads

other reasons. The ways of emphasizing or de-emphasizing the accuracy in estimating
a particular load will be discussed later, but ignoring a load altogether can lead to
serious problems in the model.
As an example, examine Figure 3. Suppose the model does not include force
F2- Only one strain gage should be enough for estimating Fj^. Suppose we omit
strain gage So and use 5]^ to generate data for determining F-^. The system will
work, as long as ^2 = 0 but not in any other case. Thus inclusion of Fo in the
model is necessary, even though it may not be an important quantity to estimate for
subsequent engineering analysis and design.
Another problem occurs when two sets of statically equivalent loads are used
in the model. St. Venant's principle dictates that at regions sufficiently removed
from the point of application of such loads, the deformations due to one set of loads
will be indistinguishable from the deformations due to the other set. Thus if there

(a)
Figure 3.2:

(b)
Structures under two sets of statically equivalent loads

are no strain gages in close proximity of two such loads, it is impossible to correctly
determine these loads based on the data thus generated. For example, in Figure .3(a).
forces

and Fo are colinear and therefore statically equivalent. Data generated by

the gages shown in the figure will not be able to determine these forces individually.
If this model is adopted and BAS is to be used, a response matrix of rank less
than the number of its columns will result. The solution obtained in this case will
minimize the sum of squares of magnitude of the two forces^. In other words, instead
of determining the actual values of Fj and

an average value will be assigned to

both of them. Thus it may be misleading to introduce two sets of statically equivalent
forces in the model, without having some strain gages in the close proximity of these
loads.
^That is,

is minimized.
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The execution of this method requires some engineering judgement in deciding
the extent of the region in "close proximity". Clearly, the the set of loads

and Mi

is potentially statically equivalent to load F2 in Figure 3(b). However, the presence
of gages in the intervening space make sure that no averaging will take place.
The decision in other, not so clear cut, cases will have to be made by the engineer
on the basis of experience. A guide in such cases may be to evaluate the response
matrix for its rank. If the rank is less than the number of forces in the model, the
model should be reevaluated.

Sources of Error
Error in Strain Measurement
Strain gages are very sensitive devices. Even slight Carelessness in their instal
lation may lead to significant errors in the signals generated by them. Pople 4] has
listed seventy-four different sources of human-dependent errors that affect the mea
surement of strain by strain gages. These range from misalignment of the gage to
improper soldering of the wires leading to the strain indicator.
Aside from the human-induced errors, some errors are built into the system. One
of these is the error due to strain in a direction perpendicular to the measured strain.
This becomes more significant when the cross strain is high and Poisson s ratio of
the material is different from the one for which the gage has been designed. Errors
are also encountered due to change in temperature and the variability of the gage
factor. Valuable information on this subject is available from the manufacturer [51.
Cappa^ has written an in-house computer program at Iowa State to correct for the
^Paulo Cappa, Department of Mechanics and Aeronautics. University of Rome,
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systematic errors and to evaluate the uncertainty of the strains corrected for these
errors.
Other errors may creep in to the strain measurement when the gage is not placed
at the point or aligned in the direction specified in the analysis. In such cases, the
strain gage may be functioning properly, but measuring a quantity different from what
is expected. Such errors are often proportional to the signal generated. Consequently,
these can become serious when occurring at a sensitive location.
An unavoidable source of error is the limited sensitivity of measurement instru
mentation. Commonly used strain indicators^ roundoff the strain to the nearest
micrometer per meter"^. This error is randomly distributed and can always be esti
mated. Another error that can be accurately estimated comes from the nonlinearity
of the Wheatstone bridge used in the strain indicator. This error can be corrected
for by methods described in standard textbooks ;6i.
Also adding to the inaccuracy is that the area of the strain gage is finite rather
than infinitesimal. The strain readout is an average of the strain (an infinitesimal
quantity) over the grid area. This poses a serious problem when a point where
strain has a sharp peak is used in the analysis. The averaging of strain may also be
misleading in situations where strain changes over the area are nonlinear and thus
the indicated strain does not coincide with the strain of the midpoint of the gage
grid.
"La Sapienza" Via Euodossiana 18, 00184 Rome, Italy.
^For example Measurement Group Model P-3500.
"^Also called micro-strain or^.

Errors from Approximation in Analysis
Analysis of strains on a structure is accurate only to a certain degree. Incon
sistencies of material and departure from specifications are a fact of life.

Many

material properties'^ treated as universal constants in analysis, vary from batch to
batch. Moreover, simplifying assumptions used in special applications of the theory
of elasticity, such as those used in beam theory and torsion of thin walled sections,
render the calculation of strain inaccurate.
The "exact solutions" found by the classical theory of elasticity are. nevertheless,
quite reliable. However, the number of problems solved by this theory is relatively
small. Elastic analysis of most structures is impossible without using some numerical
technique. All numerical techniques involve approximate mathematical models which
introduce errors in the solution. Moreover, due to the nature of digital machines, some
truncation or roundoff errors are to be expected. These approximations introduce an
error which can only be reduced by spending increasingly expensive computation time
for diminishing improvement in accuracy. This error cannot be eliminated completely.
If the Finite Element Method is used for analysis, an error estimate can be gen
erated [Tj. The analyst has some control over the degree of accuracy. The limiting
parameters are the machine available to the analyst and the amount of computation
time that can be spent on the problem within the financial constraints. Error esti
mation for other numerical techniques, such as the Boundary Element Method has
been investigated 18]. although commercial software along these lines has yet to be
developed.
'^For example, Young's Modulus and specific weight.
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Errors Propagation in APLT
Error from Strain Measurement
The estimate of error in measurement of strains is based on a number of factors.
Pople [4] has estimated that for ideal conditions and an expert operative, the mea
surement error ranges between ±1% and ±.5% of the measured strain. He doubts
if this can be reduced below ±0.-5% even if extreme care is exercised. In adverse
conditions, the level of uncertainty may go up even further. If there are errors in
strain measurements. Eq. 2.4 changes into
ê = Af-i

(.3.1)

where ^ is a vector containing errors in strain measurements in the same order as the
strains are contained in ê.
Let the expected value of the error vector E(^) be 0 and the variance of this
vector be given by a covariance matrix VAR(^)

^

where diagonal terms of the

matrix are the variances of the corresponding error term and off-diagonal terms are
covariances between the two terms corresponding to the row and column numbers®.
An expected value of 0 reflects the fact that if a large number of observations are
taken, the average value of the errors in these terms approaches zero. The variance
is a measure of dispersion of a random variable. It is given by
var{y) = E [[y - E ( y ) r )
In more familiar terms it is the square of standard deviation. The covariance between
®In this thesis uppercase V A R stands for the covariance matrices and lowercase
var stands for variance of a single variable.
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two terms is defined by
cov{x.y)'= E([y - E(y)][(x and is a measure of the dependence of two random variables. c o v ( x , y ) = 0 signifies
that variables x and y are independently distributed. A positive covariance shows
that if one variable is over estimated in an observation, the other is likely to be over
estimated too. A negative covariance shows dependence in the opposite direction.
Basic theorems in linear statistics imply that if 5 is a matrix of constants that
are not subjected to errors then given, w = By. the following holds 9i:
E{By) = E{w) = BE(y)

(.3.2)

VAR{By) = VAR(w] = B[VAR{y)]B'

(3.3)

Applying these theorems to the problem at hand and assuming for the present that
matrix A is without error ', the errors in the force vector can be assessed as follows:
[VARie)] =
A'lVAR{è)]A =
[VAR(f)]

=

A[['AR{f)]A'

(3.4)

[A'A]'yAR(f)i[A'Al

(3.5)

[A'A]-'^A'yAR(è)]A^A'A:~^

(3.6)

The last equation is true if and only if .4^.4 is invertible. Thus if the variance of strain
measurements is known, the variance-covariance matrix for the force vector can be
found by using Eq. 3.6 and Eq. 2.7 as
[ V A R ( f ) ] = [.4-|iV'.4i2(ê)jU-l'

(3.7)

' The errors in matrix A are dealt with in the next subsection. The implicit
assumption is that this is permissible and second order affects do not come into play.
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In many practical situations, it is reasonable to assume tliat the covariance of
strain measurement errors is zero. That is, an error in one gage reading does not
affect the error in any other. Furthermore, it is often assumed that the standard
deviation of each of these errors is equal and can be denoted by a single constant,
<7. Such an assumption can be justified when the magnitude of strains measured by
different gages is of the same order and each one is subjected to similar environmental
conditions. In the case where the above assumptions are valid, the variance-covariance
matrix of strain readings is reduced to
I AR(^) =

X m

(3.8)

Using this equation. Eq. 3.6 can be further simplified to:
VAR{f) = a--[A'.A:,-l^

(3.9)

Error from Approximations in Analysis
In this section it is assumed that the strain measurement errors are insignificant
and major errors in Eq. 2.4 are due to the errors in matrix .4. In other words, the
error model used in this section is given by
è = [A+ A A ] { f ^ 6 f }

(3.10)

where .4 represents the "true"' response matrix. A.4 represents errors in the response
matrix, {/} is the true force vector and {/ + 6f} represents the erroneous estimate
of the force vector.
The spectral norm of a matrix is defined as the square root of the largest eigen-
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value of the product of its transpose and itself^
II M ,:= {mar(A) i ( M ' M ] i -

= 0}

(3.11)

here |j M || is read as 'norm of M ' . An important property of the norm in any
space is that the norm of a product does not exceed the product of the norms ^11].
Mathematically,
:iB!i

(3.12)

From Eq. 3.10 and Eq. 2.4, it follows that
A f = .4 — A.4j{/ — ê f }

(3.1-3)

where {/} and {/ -f 6 f } are the actual and estimated force vectors and .4 and
.4 - A.4 are the true and calculated response matrices, respectively. If the errors
are not excessively large, the second-order quantity •A.4l{(5/} can be neglected in
comparison to other quantities resulting in the following:
;A.4:{/}-:.4j{6/} = 0
\A-A]{ôf} = - A-^A]{f}
In full-rank matrices, .4~^^.4^xn = ^nxn-

(3.14)

taking norms on both sides and

using inequality 3.12, the error vector norm comes out to be:
ii^ii

<

I! . 4 - i;ii A . 4 i M / ' i

/il

-

' M

Il/ii

'

.
:u

^The square root of eigenvalue of .4'.4 is also called singular value of .4.

13.15)
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k ' { A ) is called the condition number of matrix .4 and is obtained by dividing the
largest eigenvalue of A'A by its smallest eigenvalue and taking the square root. It
can also be obtained by taking the product of spectral norms of .4 and its generalized
inverse .4~. A similar derivation is to be found in some textbooks ^12].

Using the Error Propagation Characteristics
The designer of a load transducer can do little about the errors inherent in the
structural analysis and in the measurement of strain. These are largely dependent on
factors that are usually beyond his control. However, a well designed load transducer
can ensure that the error propagation through the statistical process is minimal. The
two most important indicators of the error propagation characteristic of an APLT
are the condition number of the response matrix A'(.4) and the inverse of product of
transpose of the response matrix and response matrix (.4'.4)"^.
Eq. 3.9 shows that for a given variance in error, the variance in force estimates is
directly proportional to the diagonal terms in the matrix ( .4'.4)~^. and the covariance
between errors in different force estimates is proportional to the corresponding offdiagonal term in the matrix. Thus if minimization of errors is sought, the strain gage
configuration in the transducer should be such that all the terms of (.4'.4)"^ are as
small as possible. Minimization of (.4'.4)"^ can usually be achieved if the number
of rows in the response matrix .4, which corresponds to the number of strain gages
in the model, is increased or if gage locations where a given load produces larger
strains are selected. However, if the estimation of some loads is not important to
the engineer, a larger number in the corresponding terms of matrix (.4'.4)"^ may be
tolerated.
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A factor that affects the off-diagonal terms of the matrix is selection of balanced
gage locations, that is. the number of gages that are in tension under a certain load
should be the same as the number of gages which are under compression under the
same load. This technique is easy to implement in transducers of simple shape,
therefore, it has been used for a long time in conventional transducers in which the
shape is a design variable. It is increasingly difficult to use this technique as the
complexity of the structure increases. In an APLT, balanced gages should be used
whenever, and to whatever degree, possible.
The errors in the response matrix will manifest themselves as apparent errors
in load measurement. .As shown in Eq. 3.15. the condition number of the response
matrix k'{A) is the factor by which the errors in the calculation of response matrix
are magnified when transformed into apparent errors in load measurement. Since the
modulus of the error is used in the equation, the calculation of bounds on error of
individual loads by this method is impractical. However, the condition number may
be used as a guide to the effect of the response matrix errors when different gage
configurations are evaluated.

gage configuration with a smaller condition number

is preferable over the one with a larger condition number. The condition number can
be decreased by using strain gage locations that are. on an average, equally responsive
to different loads on the structure. The ideal condition number for the transducer is
one[13j, but attaining this number may be prevented by the shape of the structure.
The use of the methods discussed in this section is not limited to choosing
between different gage configurations for a transducer. The equations developed here
can also be used by the user of the .APLT to calculate the error bounds associated with
the load estimates generated by the transducer. For practical situations though, error

estimates rather than error bounds may be required. These may be better determined
by other techniques discussed in this chapter.

Estimating Error by Computer Simulation
Another way of estimating errors is by computer simulation. This method has the
advantage that very few assumptions have to be made and the method is workable
even when the errors are large. A more flexible error model can be used in this
case, than in theoretical assessment of errors. Moreover, the expected errors can be
pinpointed with greater accuracy. The drawback of using this method of estimation is
that it is more costly and requires the use of computer facilities. Since the computer
facilities are essential for solving the problem in the first place, this is not perceived
to be a problem.
The simulation method consists of first estimating expected errors in different
strain measurements and in various elements of the response matrix .4.

random

number generator is then used to artificially introduce errors of comparable magni
tude in components of strain vector and the response matrix. Now the method of
generalized inverse is used to find the loads based on data with artificially introduced
errors. The difference between the loads estimated using the erroneous inputs and
those calculated without adding the errors is the basis for assessment of errors in load
estimates.
The errors introduced in the strain vector should be modelled on their actual
distribution. For example, errors from misalignment of a gage are proportional to
the strain measured by the gage and are normally distributed. On the other hand,
errors from least count of the strain indicator are equally likely for each gage and
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.

are evenly distributed. Theoretical modeling of such complex error models is very
difficult, but in a computer simulation, the engineer has an option to enter these
errors in the analysis as they occur in practice.
One problem in estimating errors in this way is that one set of errors may produce
a result entirely different from another set of the same magnitude. This is so because
random errors, in most cases, are self-compensating. In an extreme case, all the
errors may conspire to accentuate each other and create a large error in one or
more estimates. The error bounds for such a case are high, but chances of getting
such a high error are quite low. .A. complete discussion on error bounds is given by
Stewart 14; who also suggests using "reasonable bounds ' instead of absolute bounds
in appropriate classes of matrices.
In order to truly estimate the errors, the procedure is repeated several hundred
times^. The maximum deviation of the load gives a reasonable error bound and the
mean square deviation approximates the variance of the estimate. In this way. error
bounds and error estimates of each load may be computed separately. This is an
added advantage, since getting separate estimates for each load is more meaningful
than getting an overall maximum percentage error.

Experimental Estimation of Error
An estimate of the errors in load measured by the transducer can be made by
applying different measured loads on the structure and collecting the strain data for
each set of loads. The strain data are then used to compute the loads. The difference
^In an experiment reported in this thesis, one thousand repetitions with different
lists of random numbers were found to give good results.
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between the measured loads and those computed on the basis of collected strain data
provides an estimate of accuracy of the transducer.
Experimental determination of error is a simple method and involves few as
sumptions. However, this method can not be implemented in many practical situ
ations. For example, in situations where a measured load cannot be applied to the
transducer.
Another drawback in this method is that it involves the transducer hardware.
Thus no error estimate can be generated prior to the actual fabrication of the trans
ducer. An error estimate is usually needed before gaging of the structure-transducer
in order to determine whether the exercise is worthwhile and to select between dif
ferent possible gage configurations. A good strategy in this case is to use other
methods of estimation to determine the usefulness of the transducer and to use the
experimental method after gage installation for more precise error analysis.

Error Minimization
The problem of errors in loads estimated by a transducer can be attacked from
many different angles. Some of these will be discussed here.

Better Gage Care
The largest source of error in a transducer is erroneous measurement of strains.
In order to improve the accuracy of strain measurements, it is necessary to follow the
manufacturer's recommendations carefully. Details of gage care are out of the scope
of this thesis and the reader is referred to the outlines provided by Poplei4|.
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Calibration
The response matrix obtained by analytical or numerical method may have some
inaccuracies as discussed in a previous section. Once all the gages are installed, it is
possible in some situations to calibrate the transducer by actually applying known
loads from the finite load vector and observing the strains at various gage locations.
It is advised that the calibration be carried out whenever possible. Several load levels
should be used and hysteresis curve of load versus strain should be drawn to find if
the assumptions of linear elasticity are valid for the structure under different expected
load cases.
Detailed recommendations on practical implementation of this procedure will be
discussed in a later chapter. At present, it suffices to say that in practical terms this
is equivalent to placing the gages at the most sensitive points.

Weeding Out Inaccurate Gages
.A.fter the gages have been installed, inaccurate gages should be located and
removed from further use. .A.ll gages are checked for deviance of the actual resistance
from the nominal ( 1200 or 3500). A large deviance can be a cause for the removal of
the gage. Other checks such as ground resistance or proper bonding are also made at
this point. The erratic gages can only be scratched if sufficient extra gages are used.
As the occurrence of gages that turn out to be faulty is commonplace, especially when
placed by non-professionals, it is necessary to install some redundant gages which can
be used if other gages do not work.
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Final Error Analysis
The final configuration of the gages on the strain gage is often different from
the one anticipated at the design stage due to improper placement or alignment of
the gages, removal of the faulty gages and their replacement by gages at the other
locations and changes in the response matrix due to calibration. Thus a new error
analysis is required to find the reliability of the transducer. .Any one of the methods
described earlier in this chapter may be used for this purpose.
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CHAPTER 4.

A TEST CASE

In order to test the validity of the theoretical developments of preceding chapters,
control experiments were conducted on a physical model. This chapter describes the
complete process of converting a structure into a load transducer. The procedure has
been discussed in sufficient detail so that it may be followed step by step. It is hoped
that this description will serve as a sample for the uninitiated.

Model Selection Criteria
The following properties were used as a criteria for selection of the model:
• The model had to be of a simple shape that could be analyzed easily.
• It had to be made of a linear elastic material.
• It needed a smooth and accessible surface for strain gage installation.
• To enhance the signal, a model was sought which would show appreciable strains
when it was subjected to the small loads that the loading equipment in the .
laboratory could apply.
• The number of points where a load could be applied had to be small for ease of
computation. A decision to use gages from a single lot number was made. This
further restricted the number of independent loads that could be investigated.
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• Since the use of electrical resistance strain gages was envisioned, good thermal
conduction of the material were desirable.
The loads on the model were to be such that deformation would not be excessive and
stresses at all points would be far below the elastic limit of the material. This was
necessary if the assumptions made in Chapter 3 were not to be violated.

Description of Model
A 1 in.

X

1 in. x gin. aluminum angle section was selected. The length was 24

inches and a stiffener was used at one end. The stiffened end was rigidly fixed and
the other end was free. Arrangements were made to apply a load on the free end
in any of the transverse directions. A torque could also be applied at this end (see
Figure 4). This model meets all the criteria mentioned in the preceding section.

Test Procedures
Preliminary Calculations
Before starting on laboratory tests, the model was analyzed theoretically. An
analytical approach was preferred over the numerical one since it was easier and less
time consuming than a numerical analysis. The approximations of beam theory and
theory of torsion of thin-walled prismatic members were used to simplify the analysis.
Since three independent loads were expected, the structure was analyzed for three
load cases. These consisted of:
1. A one lb vertical load at the end and no horizontal load or torque.
2. A one lb horizontal load at the same point with no vertical load or torque.
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Figure 4.1:

Specimen used as the model
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3. A one in-lb torsional moment at the end with no other externally applied load.
For each of these load cases, strain at many points on the surface of the structure
were evaluated. Different orientations of the gages were also considered and normal
strain component in each direction was calculated. These points were selected for
their accessibility so that strain gages could be installed there. Points were chosen
at the spacing of 1 inch so that each gage would have free space around it for easy
wiring. The evaluated strain components were sorted and arranged in decreasing
order for each load case. This made it easier to decide where the strain gages would
have to be installed.
It was observed that strain gages in longitudinal and oblique directions would
produce larger signals than other gages and that gages near the support would be
more responsive to the transverse loads at the free end. This information was used
when the gages were installed on the structure and many possible gage locations,
for example those near the free end of the beam, were omitted because they were
expected to generate a very feeble signal. It was also estimated that strains produced
by transverse loads of up to 10 lbs at the free end and a torque of up to 20 in-lbs
were within the elastic range of aluminum.

Practical Considerations
As a practical limitation, gages could not be placed closer than one inch apart,
and for convenience all were installed at or near the center line of the outside surface.
•A. sketch of the points evaluated for possible gage placement is given in Figure 4.
The maximum number of the gages that could be used for the test was limited by
the available switch and balance system which could only handle ten strain gages at
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Figure 4.2:

Locations tested for possible placement of gages on the model

a time. Some extra gages were installed so as to have redundant gages available in
case some gages did not work. It was also decided to use the strain gages from a
single batch so as to have consistency in gage properties.
Some gages could not be installed properly and showed a significant deviation of
the resistance (> —iVc) from the nominal 120 ohms when tested prior to use. Place
ment of thirty gages was attempted and twenty of those were successfully installed.
This afforded limited freedom in selection of the gages to be used in a test. Although
better specimens can be made in a laboratory setting with less limited resources, the
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model was constructed under conditions likely to occur in a real-life situation.

Modes of Testing
The transducer was tested in three different ways.
1. Different combinations of ten strain gages each were used and accuracy of the
load transducer was tested for each case. The gage configuration that promised
to give the most accurate was chosen as the final gage configuration and later
tests were conducted using this set of gages. This kind of test would always be
required of an APLT so as to choose the strain gage locations for the transducer.
2. Accuracy at different load levels was compared, using one given set of strain
gages and a fixed ratio between loads. One purpose of this test was to check
if the linear elasticity and no buckling assumptions held true at the load levels
expected to be encountered by the transducer.
3. Different load combinations were tested at approximately the same load level
while using a particular set of strain gages. This was the final test of the
accuracy of the transducer. The error estimates from this test would indicate
the level of trust that can. be placed on the load estimates provided by the
particular APLT being tested.
An important purpose of these experiments is to test the theory of error prop
agation presented in Chapter 3. In each of the tests, experimentally observed data
was compared with the theoretical error estimates derived in Chapter 3. If the ob
served errors in loads measured by the transducer were within the bounds predicted
in that chapter, it would validate the assumptions made in that chapter about the
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nature of error propagation in all-purpose load transducers. If on the other hand, the
observed errors exceeded the predicted error bounds, those assumptions would have
to be reevaluated.

Theoretical Estimation of Error
At this point, it seems appropriate to take another look at the theoretical error
estimates before going into the experimental results obtained in the laboratory. The
derivations in Chapter 3, basically deal with error propagation in all-purpose load
transducers and not with the amount of error per se. Estimating the magnitude
of error in strain measurements is a matter of engineering judgment and making
such judgment often requires a great deal of deliberation. In this section, theoretical
estimation of error bounds is briefly discussed.

Error from Inaccurate Strain Measurement
The error in strain measurements is a major cause of error in load estimates
made by an APLT. In the experiments performed in the laboratory, it was assumed
that the errors in strain measurement are normally distributed (Gaussian) with a
mean of zero (x = 0)and a standard deviation of 2 micro-strain (cr = 2/0- The choice
of this number was based on the engineering judgment of the experimenter. It was
also assumed that the errors are independent of each other and of the magnitude
of load. With these assumptions, Eq. 3.9 can be used to determine the standard
deviation of load estimates.
The numbers that appear as errors in the tables given at the end of this chapter
represent a confidence interval of 95% and the property of Gaussian distribution that
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95% of the data lies within x ± 1.92 it was used to obtain these numbers. The error
expected in the measurement of different loads due to inaccurate strain measurements
are given in the second set of rows in the tables accompanying this chapter.

Error from Inaccurate Calibration
Calibration for the experiments was done much more carefully than measuring
strains at each gage location while conducting the experiment. An average of three
or more readings was used for the calibration whereas a single reading was used for
ordinary measurements. For this reason, the experimenter had more confidence in
the elements of the calibrated response matrix than in the individual strain mea
surements. Rechecking the matrix on successive days convinced the experimenter
that the individual elements were within a range of ±0.3// of the actual value. It was
assumed that the error in the elements of the calibration matrix .4 was uniformly dis
tributed between —0.-3/6/7i and ~Q.Zlb/n in case of forces Fy and F;. and between
—0.3 zn — lb/ft and 4-0.3 zn — Ib/fi in case of torque M x .
Computer simulation was used to account for the error in load measurement
due to the calibration error. One thousand A.4 matrices were formed, each having
elements of first two columns chosen randomly between —0.3/6/// and —0.376/// and
elements of the last column chosen randomly between —0.3in — Ib/fi and —0.3 in Ib/fi. Then .4 -i- A.4 matrices were used in lieu of the original .4 matrix to evaluate
loads. The resultant error in loads was arranged in an ascending order. The absolute
range of bounds was high, but a more reasonable estimate was obtained by considering
a range that would contain 95% of these matrices.

Different lists of pseudo-random numbers'- were used to confirm that the range
predicted by using one thousand matrices was a reasonable one within ±2%. Using
more than this number would make the process more accurate, but at an increasingly
prohibitive price. The computer program used to determine this error is given in the
Appendix. The errors in load measurement due to inaccuracies of calibration are
given in the tables as the third set of rows.

Total Expected Error
The errors were added in the normal way by taking squares of errors obtained
as shown in the above subsections and taking square root of the sum.
TotalErrdr =

Error— Erroro'

The total expected errors are marked as the "Expected Error Bounds' and presented
in the fourth set of rows in Tables 4.1. 4.2 and 4.3.

Test Results
The three tests mentioned at the beginning of this chapter were conducted in the
laboratory and the observed data were compared to the expected results and error
bounds obtained as shown in the preceding section. Each experiment is discussed
separately in this section.
'-Generated by Fortran intrinsic function RAN.
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Strain Gage Combinations
The effect of using different strain gage combinations on error in load measure
ment was monitored. Since the number of strain gages was limited, some of the gages
were used in more than one of the combinations. After establishing the required con
nections, the load transducer was freshly calibrated each time. The summarized data
are given in Table 4.1.
The pattern of "Total Error" estimate confirms an earlier observation that less
error is to be expected when strain gages at more sensitive locations are employed. It
was observed that the estimated error bounds were very sensitive to the combination
of strain gages used. The observed data in three out of four cases was within the 9ô%
error bound for all three loads. In the fourth case (combination I) two out of three
load estimates were out of the range.
Such a large error in one set of loads could have been caused by an unfortunate
combination of calibration errors or a very erratic measurement of strain, or any
combination of the two. Another cause of this discrepancy could be the low estimate
of errors in strain measurement. A revised estimate of Zfi instead of 2/( in strain errors
would put the observed errors within the range of expected ones. A change of this
magnitude can be easily caused by a slight carelessness in following the procedures.
In all the experiments performed in the laboratory^, this is the only one that is out of
the predicted bounds. Having a set out of the predicted range is a reminder that the
error bounds are not absolute but predict the error bounds only 19 times out of 20.
On the basis of this test, it was decided to use the 2nd gage combination (Table 4.1)
for all subsequent tests.
^Not all of which are reported in this dissertation.

Error at different Load Levels
Four different load levels were considered. The ratio between different loads was
kept the same throughout the test. Moreover, the same set of gages was used to
gather the data in each case and the transducer was not re-calibrated .for different
load sets. Table 4.2 shows the summarized results.
As shown in the table, error bounds are higher for higher load levels, but not
in the same ratio. For example, the error bounds for level 4 are less than twice the
error bounds for level 1, whereas the ratio between loads at these two levels is 4 to
1. The absolute value of observed error is well within the expected range, and seems
to follow the same pattern.
This test also confirmed that the loads for which this transducer was to be tested
did not produce excessive deformation or strains beyond .the elastic limit. This was
further confirmed by loading and unloading the structure several time and observing
the strains.

Load Combinations
Different load sets of roughly the same magnitude were chosen and the error
in measurement for these load sets was examined. The same set of strain gages
were used and the transducer was not freshly calibrated for different combinations.
Summarized results are shown in Table 4.3.
It was observed that the magnitude of error bounds in each load combination
was slightly different from the others. In all cases, the observed errors were well
within bounds. This was the final experiment performed on the transducer and it
showed that the APLT measures the load reliably within the predicted error bounds.
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Table 4.1:

Estimate of Error in Load Measurement (lbs or
in-lbs) using Different Sets of Ten Gages Each

! Gage Combination
Fz

1
i

Loads

Fy
-1/.C

1

1st®

2nd^

3rdc

.3.0
8.0
12.0

3.0
8.0
12.0

3.0
8.0
12.0

3.0
8.0
12.0

0.384
0.210
0.224

0.340
0.175
0.192

0.276
0.252
0.1.33

0.468 ;
0.336 '
0.121 '

0.509
0.265
0.295

0.432
0.244
0.243

0.363
0.325
0.168

0.551 :
0.464 i
0.164 !

0.6.38
0.338
0.370

0..550
0.300
0.310

0.456
0.411
0.214

0.723 i
0.585 :
0.204 :

0.448
0.349
0.709

0.325
0.049
0.144

0.325
0.057
0.028

0.108
0.049
0.173

4thd

1

1
1

i
1

1

Error From
Strain
Measurement

Fz
Fy
Mx

i

i

1

Error From
Inaccurate
Calibration

Fz

Expected
Error
Bounds

Fz

Fy
Mx

Fy
Mx
Fz

i

;

Observed Error
(Absolute Value)

Fy
Mx

1

^ Random selection.
^Balanced sensitive gages.
'^More sensitive to F-.
^Mx emphasized at the expense of Fz-
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Table 4.2:

Error in Loads at Various Load Levels (lbs or in-lbs)
and Comparison with Observed Data

Load Level
FLoads
Mx

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

1.50
2.00
4.00

3.00
4.00
8.00

4.50
6.00
12.00

6.00
8.00
16.00

0.44
0.21
0.2.3

0.44
0.21
0.23

0.44
0.21
0.23

0.44
0.21
0.23

0.36
0.17
0.20

0.54
0.26
0.30

0.72
0..35
0.39

Error From
Strain
Measurement

Fz
F,

Error From
Inaccurate
Calibration

F=
Fn
Mx

0.18
0.09
0.10

Expected
Error
Bounds

F=
F,
Mx

0.48
0.23
0.25

0.57
0.27
0.30

0.70
0..33
0.38

0.84
0.41
0.45

F=

0.14
0.02
0.06

0.19
0.12
0.09

0.06
0.11
0.19

0.27
0.12
0.16

Observed Error
(Absolute Value)

M.V

Fu
Mx
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Table 4.3:

Estimate of Error in Load Measurement (lbs or in-lbs)
in Various Load Combinations and its Comparison with
Observed Data
I

Load Combination

1st

2nd !

1

Loads

F=
Fu
Mx

Error From
Strain
Measurement

F=
F,
Mx

i

i

,

:
,

;

3rd ;

4th

5th

i

0.0
5.0 : 2.0
3.0 ! 0.0
5.0
6.0 i -9.0 -6.0

3.0
3.0
4.0

0.40
0.21
0.23

0.40 i
0.21
0.23 :

0.40 :
0.21 ,
0.23 :

0.40
0.21
0.23

0.40
0.21
0.23

0.25
0.13
0.14

0.23 !
0.12 ;
0.13 '

0.36 :
0.18 ;
0.21 :

0.28
0.15
0.16

0.20
0.11
0.12

5.0
-5.0
0.0

Error From
Inaccurate
Calibration

F= 1
fv :

Expected
Error
Bounds

F=
F, ;
Mv :

0.47
0.25
0.27

0.46 i
0.24
0.26 1

0..54 :
0.28
0.31

0.49
0.26
0.28

0.45
0.24
0.26

F=

0.14
0.08
0.03

0.02 i
0.04 1
0.06 ;

0.09 1
0.03 1
0.13 :

0.15
0.06
0.13

0.04
0.04
0.11

Observed Error
(Absolute Value)

:

Fu
Mx

i
1
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CHAPTER 5.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The technique of making an all-purpose load transducer has proved to be an
effective method of load sensing. In this chapter, the process of installing this load
sensing system is described along with its usage. The advantages of using an APLT
over a conventional load transducer are also discussed and improvements in the sys
tem that may be undertaken later are pointed out.

Installing the APLT
Installing the APLT is a five step process and in this section each step is discussed
briefly. It is hoped that, having read the first four chapters, the reader will not find
the terminology too cumbersome, the discussion too terse, or the conclusions too
startling.

Step 1: Inspection of the Structure
The structure on which the loads are to be measured must first be studied
and the independent loads that may be applied to it recognized and numbered as
^2'

Prn- These are called "Possible Loads". .A.t the same time, a large list

of points that are accessible for installation of strain gage are selected and strain
components on these points are numbered as

£-2'

^n- These are known as

"Candidate Locations"

Step 2: Analysis of the Structure
The structure is next analyzed using an analytical or a numerical technique.
The results are obtained in terms of the listed strain components under any Possible
Load of unit magnitude and arranged in a matrix format such that each column of the
matrix contains the strain components at candidate locations under a unit Possible
Load. The matrix is ordered so that it corresponds with the numbering system of
step 1.

Step 3: Final Gage Selection
Not all the candidate locations are used for actual gage installation. The upper
limit on the number of gages to be used is decided on the basis of relevant physical
and financial circumstances. Based on his/her experience, the designer chooses a
number of viable selections of sets of candidate locations.
As shown in foregoing chapters, the APLT based on each selection will have
its own error propagation characteristics. For each selection, the error bounds on
measured loads are calculated. These error bounds are then used to decide upon the
final set of candidate locations. Finally, strain gages are installed on these locations.

Step 4: Calibration
Once the desired set of strain gages is installed, they should be calibrated before
use whenever possible. The final calibration consists of physically applying all the
possible loads one by one and measuring the strain with the installed gages for each
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load. The process can be repeated to get more accurate results. The final calibration
in the case of APLTs is as crucial as in the case of conventional force sensors.
Final calibration is also a good time to estimate the errors in the elements of
calibration matrix and in individual strain measurements^. In the process, faulty
gages can also be exposed by applying different loads and checking the response of
each gage.

Step 5: Mathematical Derivations
The last step of the process deals with computations. The information obtained
in the last step is used to determine the coefficient matrix of calibration and the gen
eralized inverse of this matrix is computed using standard mathematical techniques.
Computer software for this purpose is commercially available and widely used".

Using the APLT
Using an APLT is a simple two step process which does not require too much
skill. The determination of load can be entrusted to an operator familiar with the
use of a strain indicator and basic computer skills.
The first step is taking the strain measurement. This may include setting the
zero at various data acquisition channels before the load is applied and taking the
readings, once the load is on the structure. In dynamic applications, simultaneous
measurement of all strain components may be required and this may necessitate the
use of computerized data acquisition.
^If calibration is not possible, such estimates are made from-the error analysis of
numerical techniques used in analyzing the structure.
^For example, IMSL.
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The second step consists of using the gathered strain data to predict the load.
This is done by pre-multiplying the strain vector by already obtained generalized
inverse of the calibration matrix. This can be easily accomplished by using commer
cially available or customized computer programs.
Periodic re-calibration of the transducer and réévaluation of the inverses and
error estimate can be done by the designer or by any other engineer familiar with
the technique. The gages should also be checked at periodic intervals for possible
malfunction.

Advantages Over Conventional Transducer
Kornegayiloj has mentioned five "ideal" physical characteristics desired in a
transducer:
1. Infinite stiffness to avoid deflections different from the original structure.
2. Infinitesimal mass to avoid modifying the dynamic characteristics of the struc
ture,
3. Infinite elastic limit and perfectly linear response in order to exhibit stability,
linearity and repeatability with no "zero drift'' or change in calibration,
4. Infinitesimal size in order to avoid changing the geometry of the structure.
5. Infinite sensitivity in order to accurately measure all applied loads, regardless
of magnitude
The proposed APLT comes ahead of all existing transducers on counts one.
two and four. Since the structure itself becomes a transducer, no extra piece is

required. Thus all the characteristics of the original structure are preserved. This
can also reduce some problems of installation for the user. The minor increase in
mass, geometry and stiffness of the structure due to addition of strain gages does not
become significant except for very small or very pliable structures, and in any case,
this increase is less than that for a conventional load transducer.
•Another advantage of using APLT is that it measures all loads on the structure.
Conventional transducers measure force only in one direction at the particular point
where these are installed. A. multi-axis transducer can measure up to six loads ^ at
the point of installation. An APLT measures all the loads that are being applied
on the structure. Therefore, it can be more appropriately labelled as a "multi-load"
transducer.
The accuracy of APLT compared to a traditional transducer varies from design
to design and in this regard, each transducer should be individually evaluated. As
discussed in previous chapters, the accuracy depends on physical and financial con
straints as much as on the ingenuity of the designer in both types of transducers.
However, the error estimates on loads measured by using APLT can be obtained a
priori.
Finally, it must be remembered that raison d'etre of APLT is the fact that it can
be used for any structure regardless of its geometry. Were it not for this reason, the
author would have never attempted to investigate this method of load measurement.
Three forces and three moments.
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Improvements in APLT
Improvements in the making of an all-purpose load transducer are directed to
wards making it more efficient and easier to use. It is hoped that in time, APLT
will evolve as an accurate, efficient and user-friendly system of load measurement.
Some measures to accomplish this goal are discussed here. If the reader finds these
discussions vague and unfulfilling, it is due to the author's understanding, or lack
thereof, of scientific principles better known to experts in fields other than his own.
The investigation into these aspects of APLT design was not the objective of this
study, and the task is left for students and researchers who follow.

Better Statistics
The least square technique described in this thesis is very susceptible to a single
erratic measurement of high magnitude. More robust statistical techniques based
on most likely estimates using sum of absolute errors instead of sum of squared
errors'^, have been developed. Measurement error models developed at Iowa State by
Fuller• 16j can be used to better estimate the errors from inaccurate calibration. If
the errors are dependent on the size of measurement, proper weighting methods may
be used to overcome the problem.

Strain Measurement
Using a strain gage is no longer the only method of strain measurement. Reliable
remote sensing techniques can now be used for this purpose. Remote sensing has
the advantage that there will be no addition to the mass of the structure due to
'^Analog to median versus mean.

01

strain gages. Geometric properties and stiffness will also remain unchanged. Other
practical problems, such as wiring the structure may also be avoided if remote sensors
are employed.

Automation
A computerized data acquisition system would make the operation of APLT
much easier for the user. Calibration could also be automated by suitable computer
programming. Interactive general purpose computer programs would help make the
process suitable for a user with very little understanding of underlying principles.
Finally a marketable "black box system" could be developed without changing the
underlying principles.
In this system, once the transducer set consisting of strain measuring device,
data acquisition system, a central processing unit and display system is installed and
initial customized programming is completed, the operator would just be "reading"
the loads from a display. A more sophisticated system would let the operator calibrate
the transducer before using it.
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APPENDIX PROGRAM CALERR

PROGRAM CALERR2
c program objective: to garnish calibration matrices with errors and to check
c
the effect of doing so on errors in loads
c restriction

: for now, restricted to 10 X 3 calibration matrices.

C

emd strain data for five load-sets

c
DIMENSION

Ado,3), B(10,5), 5(3,5), test(1000,5,3), sorter(lOOO)

DIMENSION

ERRA(10,3), GINV(10,10)

c the matrix ERRA is A + ERROR(A) and GIHV is the generalized inverse of
c the same.
REAL

RANGE

EXTERNAL

SVRGN, LSGR, HRRRR

C these are IMSL subroutines and can be linked with IMSL/LIB
CHARACTER*12 Calfile,strfile
INTEGER
I, J, I5EED, IRANK, K, NR, NC, LOADSET, LOAD
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
c

reading in the neunes of files that contain data on calibr-

c

ation and strain measurement

c

C
C
C

CcCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
print#,'file with calibration data'
Read (6,600) calfile
OPEN (UHIT=13, FILE=CALFILE, 5TATUS='0LD')
READ(13,*) NR, NC
READ(13,*) ((A(I,J), J=1,NC), 1=1,HR)
print*,'file with STRAIN data'
Read (6,600) 5TRFILE
OPEN (UNIT=14, FILE=STRFILE, STATUS='OLD')
READ(14,*) NR, NC
READ(14,*) ((Bd.J). J=1,NC), 1=1,NR)
OPEN (UNIT=12, FILE='CALERR', STATUS='NEW')
PRINT*, 'GIVE THE RANGE OF A SINGLE ERROR '
READ», RANGE
TOL = (lE-16)* AMACH(4)
c selecting a random seed for generating the list of pseudo-remdom
c numbers, using the computer clock
c
LOCALTIME = SECNDS(O.O)
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ISEED = IHT(LOCALTIHE)
c
c forming the random matrices
c
DO 210 K=l,1000
DO 200 1=1,10
DO 190 J=l,3
ERRA(I,J) = A(I,J) +.2 * RANGE » RAN(ISEED) - RANGE
190
200

CONTINUE
CONTINUE

C COMPUTE GENERALIZED INVERSE
C
C
C THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINES ARE ON IMSL. THESE CAN ONLY BE APPROACHED
C FOR LINKING WHEN WORKING ON EVAX2 OR EVAX3.
C IMSL CAN BE INVOKED BY THE COMMAND:
C

G0> LINK FILENAME,IMSL/LIB <RET>

C TOL IS A MEASURE OF TOLERANCE.

3.0*AHACH(4) MEANS THAT IT IS THRICE

C AS COARSE AS A MACHINE# FOR SINGLE PRECISION (REAL*4) VARIABLES.
C AHACH(4)=1.19237E-7
C
CALL LSGRR (10, 3, ERRA, 10, TOL, IRANK, GINV, 10)

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
C MULTIPLY G_INV BY STRAIN MATRIX

C

C

C

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CALL MRRRR (3, 10, GINV, 10, 10, HC, B, 10, 3, NC, S, 3)
C
C store for later use
c
do loadset = l,nc
do load=l,3
TEST(K,loadset,load) = S(load,loadset)
enddo
enddo
210

CONTINUE

c
c getting out for sorting
c
do 310 loadset=l,nc
write (12,*)
write (12,*), '
do 300 load=l,3
write (12,*)

LOAD SET #', LOAD SET
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write (12,*)
write (12,*)
WRITE (12,*), '

LOAD NUMBER', LOAD

write (12,*)
write (12,*)
write (12,*)
do 290 k=l,1000
sorter(k) = test(k,loadset,load)
290

continue

cCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
c arranging in ascending order

C

C

C

cCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
CALL SVRGN( 1000, sorter,sorter)
cCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
c writing on file calerr.dat

C

C

C

cCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCGCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC
do i=25,999,50
WRITE(12,500), i-l, SORTER(I-l), i, SORTER(I), i+1, SORTER(I+l)
ENDDO
write (12,610), 'RANGE FROM', SORTER(l), 'TO', SORTER(IOOO)
300

continue

310

continue

500

FORMAT (3(4X,I5,2X,fl0.4))

600

F0RMAT(A12)

610

F0RMAT(A12,F8.4,2X.A2.F8.4)
STOP

PRINT *, 'ANSWERS ON calerr.DAT'

END

